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What’s the Time Mr Wolf? 

How to play this game: 
Adult/leader turns their back on the children. The children creep closer and closer to the adult/leader asking, 

“What’s the time, Mr Wolf?” 

The adult/leader replies, 

“It’s ................. Time.” 

Say its “Day time, David’s time...” or anything that makes the children a little nervous! The children creep closer and 

ask again, “What’s the time, Mr Wolf?” 

When the adult/leader calls out “its dinner-time!” they turn around, chase the children and try to tag them. Repeat 

with a child as Mr Wolf. 

 

Adaptations 

Adult/leader can call out times such as “Its 4 

o’clock”. On each numerical command the 

children must take that many steps forward 

so for 4 o’clock the children can only take 4 

steps forward. 

You can add a catch the wolf element 

whereby the children if they tag the adult/ 

leader whilst they have their back to the 

group can win the game. This creates a 

dilemma for each player as to either take 

small steps to be far away from the wolf 

when he/she turns around or to try to take 

big steps and creep up on the wolf to try to 

catch the wolf and win. 

Introduce some safe places or dens using 

throw-down spots. If a player is on a spot 

when the wolf turns and chases them they 

cannot be tagged, however the player only 

is home when they return to the starting 

line so if they are being chased by the wolf 

they can stay safe but must choose when it 

is safe to leave the safe place and run to the 

home line. 

Play this as a team game whereby players 

can free each other (similar to stuck in the 

mud). How can they work together to get as 

many of their players back home as they 

can? 

Increase the distance between the wolf and 

the home/start line. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Taking turns 

• Decision making 

• Can be used as a fun cool-down or warm-up 

Resources 

• Activity area 


